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BACKGROUND

URGENCY
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK



CHANGING 
CRAFTS

• Indian crafts employ up to 200 
million artisans
(https://200millionartisans.org/about)

• A minority are directly 
employed in the fashion supply 
chain.

IMAGE: Embroiderers in Manish Arora’s fashion studio 
in Noida, India, summer 2016 from

Kalkreuter (2020) Anyone’s Heritage? Indian Fashion 
Design’s Relationships with Craft between Local 
Guardianship and Valorization of Global Fashion, 
Fashion Practice, 12:2, 264-287

https://200millionartisans.org/about


CRAFTS IN CRISIS

• Others have suffered significantly 
under the global lockdown as fairs 
and tourist trade have 
been disrupted, and with little 
central support for this largely 
informal sector of the economy 
available 
(https://thevoiceoffashion.com/centrestage/business/coron
avirus-impact-on-indian-crafts-and-handlooms--3643 )

IMAGE: Embroiderer Sitaben in her home and studio in 
Ahmedabad, India, summer 2020

https://thevoiceoffashion.com/centrestage/business/coronavirus-impact-on-indian-crafts-and-handlooms--3643


TOWARDS AN 
EXPERIENCE 
ECONOMY?

Literature suggest a growing 
interest in intangible heritage 
since 2003.

Digitisation as democratic 
endeavour

and sustainable option?

Image from 
https://www.anthropocenemagazine.org/2018/09/are
-we-approaching-peak-stuff/
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DIGITISATION OF INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

DIGITISATION MIGHT REINFORCE AUTHORIZED HERITAGE CONTENT

DIGITISATION AS RECORD AND AS EVOLVING 
PRACTICE

DIGITISATION AND AUTHENTICITY

MAKING THE MAKER ACCESSIBLE DESPITE DISTANCE AND 
LANGUAGE BARRIERS

COMMUNICATING MAKING HERITAGE 
DIGITALLY

HERITAGE BETWEEN THE CONSUMER’S URGE FOR TRADITION AND THE 
MAKER’S READINESS TO ADAPT AND EVOLVE

ENTREPRENEURSHIP OF MAKERS

MONETISING DIGITAL CRAFT

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/content-monetization/367558/


TWO MAIN AIMS

How can making pedagogy and 
affordable digital technology 

empower artisans to gain more 
control over their 

economic wellbeing?

What are the opportunities and 
implications of developing the 
artisan role from producer of 

physical product to conveyor of 
intangible cultural heritage 

experience to a paying audience?



METHODOLOGY USED

CONTEXTUAL REVIEW
SUPERUSERS

SUPERARTISAN



VIDEO INSTRUCTION 
PACKS BY DESIGNERS 

FOR MAKING 
INTERVENTIONS BY 

AMATEURS

COLLINGWOOD NORRIS

• “Luxury Scottish knitwear (…) 
Designed in my small studio in the 
Scottish Borders, my knitwear is 
made either in the studio by me, 
Flora, or in small batches at a local 
mill I work closely with. (…) hand 
finished (…) to the highest 
standards, for the luxury of the 
personal touch.

• I also offer a bespoke visible 
mending service, mending guides, 
workshops and materials, to help 
you keep your knitwear for longer. “

https://www.collingwoodnorrisdesign.com/visible-
mending

YOUTUBE TUTORIAL 
VIDEO MAKERS

• Youtube Tutorial videos frequently 
made by ameteur artists / home 
crafters

• Paid per 1000 views

https://www.collingwoodnorrisdesign.com/visible-mending


LIVE ONLINE DESIGN 
WORKSHOPS FOR 

CREATIVES AS A 
BRAND EVENT

• Live craft workshops 
organised by an educational 
institute in India.

• Open to students of the 
institute as well as all 
interested public.

https://www.iicd.ac.in/en/iicd-
summer-course/

LIVE ONLINE CRAFT
WORKSHOPS BY 

ARTISANS IN SUMMER 
2020

• Synchronous delivery via 
zoom or similar, pay for 
attendance.

• Requiring bandwidth, 
language skills and materials.

• One off events but 
sometimes recorded.

https://www.toa.st/us/content/fe
atures/creativeresidency.htm

https://www.iicd.ac.in/en/iicd-summer-course/
https://www.toa.st/us/content/features/creativeresidency.htm


PROTOTYPING OF 
UPSKILLING 
MANUALS

• Previous educational 
material for fashion education 
refined (now with added 
currency as much of Higher 
education teaching is confined 
to online…)

Instructional video by our team member and technical expert Yvonne Caldwell



SUPERUSERS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

• Brand identity to stand out amongst free offerings

• Makers not necessarily capable demonstrators

• Emphasis on cultural tourism rather than craft instruction 
as skills cannot be that easily learned

• Consider as repository of vanishing craft skills

• Consider as a way of keeping craft in the public eye



SUPER ARTISANS

Building capacity in craft communities by upskilling 
individuals

Offering alternative income during acute economic crisis



NGO 
COLLABORATORS

200millionartisans.org is an 
NGO that collaborates across 
academia and industry to help 
reach those who might be 
most in need of assistance in 
meeting 21st century 
challenges for makers.



RESULTS ACHIEVED

ARTISANS' CHALLENGES

OUTCOMES



ARTISANS' 
BUSINESS MODELS 

PRE PANDEMIC

• Through physically travelling -

• Sales interactions for local or international 
exhibitions

• Procurement of raw material from markets.

• Global exposure through visitors either for cultural 
tourism or research initiatives.

• Older artisans do not use technology much - phones 
are only used to make calls.

• Superartisan Sita ben learned to use Whatsapp
only in April this year to send pictures of her work 
to people.

• Younger artisans still learning about reach of digital 
platforms, especially social media. Image shared by Zafar Bhai, glass artisan, based in Firozabad (Uttar Pradesh)



ARTISANS' NEW 
CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES
DURING COVID

Most artisan concerns entailed -

• Uncertainty what craft content might 
best be digitised.

• Unsureness over long term benefits of 
digitisation to artisan.

• Lack of suitable equipment and technical 
skills for digital capture of process.

• A general reluctance/shyness in facing 
the camera especially among the 
women.

• Different forms of interaction were 
discussed, for example, for one set the 
artisans in a community were grouped in 
twos since they seemed more 
comfortable facing the camera for one 
another.



OUTCOMES

• A set of principles for films was 
determined:

• Films could portray physical making space, 
local context or making practice (at 
artisan’s choice), be silent or subtitled, 
edited or raw.

• Films as (temporary or permanent) 
alternative to cultural tourism might be 
more respectful to crafts than films seeking 
to teach making skills to amateurs in the 
experience economy.

• Films should be shot by artisan 
(communities).

• Films could attract payment either as click 
per view or targeted events for captive 
audiences, and platforms for either 
distribution would have to be identified.



PAIRED WITH 
DIGITAL AND VIDEO 
PEDAGOGY FOR A 
16-PAGE STEP BY 

STEP MANUAL

Manuals covered topics -

1. Introduction to various Social 
media platforms;

2. Video shooting with specific good 
frame criteria for various platforms;

3. Transfer of files from camera to card;

4. Setting up a tripod

Guides will be available widely as a 
free resource.

Screenshot from video guide with 
Tripod instructions

A page from the written guide



SITA BEN'S BEFORE AND AFTER VIDEOS

Video taken by Sita ben on 17th August Video taken by Sita ben on 25th August



IMPACT OF COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 
FOR SOCIAL, ECONOMIC,

& ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY



IMPACT

• Extending networks through -
• Systematic participation in emerging 

discussion fora (zoom mostly),

• Dialogue with established and emerging 
Craft action groups & NGOs, in India

• NOW -
• potentially participating artisans now 

exceeding 50

• covers more than a 12 distinct crafts & 
geographies



CONTENT FROM 
ARTISANS

The project has original 
content from artisans engaged 
in diverse material crafts from 
weaving to woodcarving to 
basketry.

Empowerment and reach of 
artisans redefined



CONTENT FROM PROJECT

The craft video guide has been translated into more than 6 
local languages in addition to Hindi and English.

Freely circulated from project to larger network 
for Capacity Building

Hindi

Marathi



IMPACT

VALUE of Cultural Heritage amongst 
the maker communities themselves

Prolonged LIFE of hand-done/made 
cultural practices

FUTURE Collaborations

• Teamed up with the HWU business school to 
explore new ways of monetising digital making heritage

• Disruptive responses to climate emergency and global 
economic turmoil - might translate into lessons 
for industries involved in making



CLICC NEXT 
STEPS

• Extending the project’s scope by 
applying its basic premises around 
immersive tech in disruptive 
tourism projects have been 
formulated.

• The project team has invited film 
experts to explore filming aspects 
of Making Heritage more deeply.


